the proscenium arch, as evoked in the reader's mind in words, appears to feature as prominently in the published text as the real architectural framing of the stage.
As in most Caroline masques, however, an argument-a summary of the contentis prefixed to the text proper. This practice came into use with Ben Jonson's Love's Triumph through Callipolis, of 1631, where the argument begins with a programmatic claim: 'To make the Spectators understanders'.7 AlthoughJonson, who was dismissed shortly afterwards, had no part in The Temple of Love or any other of the court masques following Love's Triumph, the function of the argument in these remained the same. Since it precedes even the account of the proscenium arch, it effectively informs readers of the invention of the masque before they have a chance to form a mental image of the arch. The interpretation of the architectural element is thus subject to the context of the masque. At the same time, the knowledge imparted by the argument secures a 'correct' first reading of the ornament in relation to the masque's content-as was surely intended. In fact, the detailed description of the proscenium arch as it evolved in the 1630s is usually preceded by an argument.8 They are obviously meant to be appreciated in conjunction by the reader, the argument serving to evoke a simultaneous perception of action and design. For the spectator, of course, the proscenium arch supplied quite literally a frame of reference throughout the performance of the masque. The arch, and the dramatic enaction of the text in its scenic setting, worked reciprocally, as complementary elements, in the presentation.
The system of inter-textual reference is especially complex in the case of The Temple of Love,9 for which art historians and literary critics have established various affinities with dramatic spectacles performed at the Medici court in Florence."' It is easy to see whyJones, searching for models for his theatrical production, chose the visual representations of spectacles at this particular court, which was famed throughout Europe for its theatrical innovations. ButJones did not limit his interest to accounts of purely theatrical events, and, while it was obviously natural that for his own scenic design he should look for evidence of precedents in this area, he made good use of other sorts of accounts of festivals as well. The ornament of The Temple of Love proves to have been inspired by accounts of a Florentine and (possibly) a Trevisan festival in a way which provides a particularly telling instance ofJones's practice as a stage designer. (Fig. 56) .13 Her chariot, we are told, was accompanied by a retinue of one hundred Indian soldiers. This vehicle astonishingly accommodated sixty-four young ladies and Brahmins ('Sacerdoti Bramanni'),14 along with a figure, supported on a little cloud of her own, who represented Alba, the Dawn; she addressed some fifty-one octaves composed by Salvadori to the Grand Duchess. The two kings then made their magnificent entries into the arena from opposite gates, each with his entourage, mounted and on foot, and his own triumphal chariot (Fig. 57) . Eventually, after parading around the theatre, the battle began (Fig. 58) (Fig. 59) . The intention, recorded as a fact by Salvadori, was that the participants should later on proceed in triumph through the town to end the evening with a 'masquerade with great pomp and an immense number of lights'.'5 They were to parade past the most famous sites in Florence ('i piu famosi luoghi della Citta') and there sing madrigals.'6 But this was not how it turned out. Cesare Tinghi, aiutante di camera to the Grand Duke, reports in his diary that bad weather made the masquerade impossible and that the great hall of the Palazzo Pitti was resorted to, instead, for a ball and a feast. ' when we read Salvadori's account or the anonymous Lettera do some of the details emerge.26 Salvadori states that Indamoro's troupe was followed by a chariot drawn by camels belonging to the Grand Duke's menagerie. The chariot was crowded with trophies; set up on it were a phoenix, a palm tree and a statue of Asia whose every attribute the text painstakingly enumerates. Of these it is for the present purpose important to note only that Asia stood astride a prostrate camel ('stava sopra un' Cammello prostrato').27 The rocky declivity on which the phoenix perched on top of the chariot had four hollows which accommodated the personifications of four rivergods. From their urns issued real water, surging around the feet of four statues which represented the Asian Monarchies. The first river was the Meander, who was finely and richly dressed ('d'habito ricco e vago'). On his urn was portrayed a swan. His waters flowed towards Monarchia de' Turchi. The second was the Volga. His urn showed a fierce tiger ('una Tigre ferocissima') and his waters billowed around the feet of Monarchia de' Tartari.28 With his beard and wild mane, dishevelled and full of icicles, and clad all in frozen snow, he was terrible to behold. The third was the Tigris, in a rich and magnificent robe, flowing towards Monarchia de' Persiani. On his urn was a horse. Finally there was the Ganges, his waters swelling around the feet of Monarchia degl'Indiani. On his urn could be seen a white elephant. His robe was entirely made of gold and pearls which also adorned his hair and beard, both resembling the finest gold. Salvadori then goes on to describe the statues of the four Monarchies of which, however, only a few features are relevant here. Each carried arms and an escutcheon, decorated with an impresa. Monarchia de' Turchi's was a half moon, while Monarchia degl'Indiani had a sun rising out of the waves ('un' Sole, che usciva dall'onde').29 Then there were eight giants who brought up the rear of Indamoro's retinue; and this was followed by Gradameto, his train and his triumphal chariot, which in a similar way represented the greatness and the empires of the African nations ('la grandezza, e gl'Imperij delle Nazioni Affricane').3" At this point it seems appropriate to recall once more the various elements of the proscenium arch of The Temple of Love (Fig. 55) either side of the stage. To the left, sitting on an elephant which the text specifies as 'whitish' was a 'naked' Indian, his nudity covered with feathers. He represented Indian Monarchy. To the right, riding a camel, was an Asian, wearing a turban and dressed in a robe of unspecified character-turban and robe were, however, evidently not Turkish in their mode. He embodied Asian Monarchy. Over both their heads were placed cartouches each of which, as is explained in the text but cannot be discerned on the sketch, shows an appropriate impresa, and these turn out to be a rising sun for Indian Monarchy and a half-moon for Asian Monarchy. There are also the two personified rivers represented in the frieze framing the stage at the top. Above Indian Monarchy was the Tigris as an old man, naked, with white hair and beard, an urn and a tiger. Opposite him was the Meander, also naked, and also provided with an urn, but accompanied by a unicorn instead of the swan.
Much of this is unquestionably derived directly from the description of the Carro dell'Asia. : Only the unicorn appears neither in Salvadori's account or the anonymous letter, nor in Callot's etchings.36 Since, however, the mythical creature is emblematic of chastity it fits nicely enough with the theme of the masque.3' It is the only element of any importance thatJones adds to Parigi's iconographical programme. Otherwise, his scheme proves to be a selection and conflation of various elements of the Carro dell'Asia which, however, I would like to propose, invests them with new meaning.
IV
Parigi's iconographical programme, for all its elaboration, may be summed up in one sentence-as Salvadori did in his opening remark: 'The chariot was filled with Asian trophies, and showed the greatness and the empires of that most noble part of the world, which it pleased the King of Narsinga to rule over'.38 From its feast of iconographic detailJones chose purposefully and adapted his selection to the limited space of his ornament as defined by the architectural frame (Fig. 55) .
He adopts the idea of personified monarchies, reducing them in number, however, to two. This follows from the logic of the proscenium arch with its vertical elements which traditionally accommodated statues or their pictorial representations, usually one to either side.39 Aptly, Jones's conceit for these figures turns on the representation of contraries. To the left, Indian Monarchy is mounted on an elephant, the Indian variety of which was thought to be most ferocious, as is explained, for instance, by Pierio Valeriano in his celebrated manual of symbolism, the Hieroglyphica.4" The naked 35 On the basis of the drawing (Fig. 55) Figs 62-3) ,42 Following the gaze of the two contrasting Monarchies, the spectator's eye is to be drawn towards the middle of the frieze to meet, distinctly set off against the crimson drapery, the motto: 'TEMPLUM AMORIS'. The Monarchies' attributes, derived from Parigi, are imbued with new significance. The white elephant, for instance, which in Parigi's programme is an attribute of the Ganges, Jones accommodates to his design by evoking its ferocity, the aspect of the animal's symbolical potential which contributes to the overall meaning of his ornament.43 Similarly, to understand the camel as a symbol of gentleness or continence is to activate only two of the possible meanings.44 The specific reference intended here can be discovered only by looking to the conceit of the ornament as a whole.
The same applies toJones's adaptation of other elements of Parigi's scheme. Thus, he transferred the tiger of the River Volga-which of course does not appear in his design at all-to the Tigris. Stephen Orgel has seen this as a sort of etymological joke.45 But the transposition is surely more significant. Jones actually corrects Parigi, for Ripa's Iconologia describes the Tigris with just such an attribute on the authority of a coin of Trajan.46 In the Iconologia the River Tigris is an 'old man, who, like the others 41 For these attributes see Poeschel (as in n. 27), pp. 78-9, 83. Callot's etching and, more obviously, a preliminary sketch by Parigi (Fig. 61) I do not think this meaning would have escaped contemporary spectators. Even if they had failed, for example, to identify the river-gods-though the figure of Tigris could hardly be misread-each of the layers of meaning in Jones's design points to the same conclusion. Despite Orgel's view that none of the spectators 'could have understood either the stage imagery or the action without access to the text',"' the opposition of tiger and unicorn to either side of the prominent, central motto seems so forceful to me that I cannot conceive of a contemporary courtly audience, wellversed in the deciphering of emblems and imprese, missing the point.
V
Of the various emblematic representations of the contraries of passion in Jones's ornament, tiger and unicorn were probably the least ambiguous and the easiest to decipher. Their juxtaposition might have been suggested by another festival book, one in which an impressive array of mostly familiar authorities, classical and modern, are made to testify to the symbolical significance of both animals. Here, too, the context in which tiger and unicorn are interpreted is determined by a discussion of contrary kinds of love.
To celebrate the carnival of 1597 several young noblemen from Treviso held a tournament. Again, there are two accounts of the event. One, by the physician, academician and dilettante poet Bartolomeo Burchelati, is a short and straightforward pamphlet of eight quarto pages and of no relevance to the present context. The other, published in the year after the tournament by the lawyer Giovanni dalla Torre in the guise of a dialogue, is much more elaborate. 3 In fact, it concentrates almost entirely on the description and learned interpretation of the diverse triumphal chariots and the imprese adopted by the combattants. Here we learn that the fourth cavalier, one Signor Annibale Bombene, was followed by a triumphal chariot delightfully adorned on whose rear part were to be seen Minerva and Mercury with interlocked arms and in front of them Amor without a blindfold, who, having laid down his bow, was holding bridled a fearsome tigress, with a motto in his right hand which said 'Thus monsters are tamed', and in his left another motto, 'Under my guidance you will achieve everything'. And on the top of this rear part of the chariot was a phoenix, and on the outside the figure of a woman who was striking a rock with a spear in her hand. On the top of this spear were a bull's skull and a helmet attached with a tress of hair; and there was a motto above the aforesaid figure, 'Learn to endure, you who long always to conquer': And this chariot was painted all over with fiery flames and was drawn by two snow-white unicorns with the guidance of two moors on foot, who walked in front.54 The image of the woman at the rear of the chariot is identified by Dalla Torre as the personification of Perseveranza, '... by which I wish to convey that the Cavalier by persevering with virtuous strategies is going to gain his honest desire with his loved one'.55 As his source he quotes Achille Bocchi's Symbolicae quaestiones, where, however, the figure personifies Patientia (Fig. 64) .56 To the aspects of honest and virtuous love is thereby added the concept of patience and endurance. In the learned discussion which ensues, Dalla Torre has the three participants in his dialogue, a Vicentine and two Trevisan noblemen, expound the literary and philosophical precedents behind the conceits. They ascertain that the cavalier intended to assert himself as a lover of virtue, honest in his love; and then go on to distinguish several types of love, referring to Cicero, Boccaccio and Alciati, the basic contention being that there are two kinds, one honorable, the other debauched.57 To characterise these Dalla Torre quotes at some length, almost verbatim, from Boccaccio's Filocolo 
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The bridling of the tiger signifies the subjugation of lascivious affections and vices ('affetti lascivi, & i vitij') *66 The image Dalla Torre describes, a Hermathena, is also taken from Bocchi (Fig. 67) 
